Baker, MacGregor vote for change

(Continued from page 1)

"Three-quarters of them wanted a la carte service," he added.

Tender said remodelling the MacGregor dining hall to make it more suitable for its users was a topic he wanted to discuss in this coming meeting. "We might use partitions to separate the dining machines, sold from dinner dining hall, so we can monitor the students," he said.

McConnell has not taken any action so far, although there was widespread complaint about the high cost of commons, according to Karen Lee '86, commons chairman at MacGregor.

McConnell Hall voted on their commons in a la carte dining options last spring, she said, but, the response was "so scarce and missed that I couldn't tell what our residents want... We cause doing anything unless we know what people want." "Commons should be for men only because women in general eat less than men," she added.

Lawrence Maguire, associate director of Housing and Food Services, said there was "no easy answer" to the problem of why commons cost so much.
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options, at Baker "has been the implementation of the commons system, including a salad bar, drinking machines, and the availability of hamburgers and cold sandwiches at a la carte prices during dinner.

The first change in the dining options at Baker "has been the implementation of a la carte service every Friday evening, starting on Nov. 28," said Tende. "Hamburgers and cold sandwiches have been served according to students' demand," he continued.

According to Anne Pitcher, manager of Baker dining hall, the change to a la carte on Friday evening has been very successful. "The number of servings on Friday night of "The number of servings on the first Friday night of "The number of servings on the first Friday night of the commons at MacGregor from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. will be charged slightly higher than commons cost so much.

Foreign Students

Beginning next spring, students will be able to order modified versions of their dormitory menus for 75 cents per serving. The modified menus must be ordered in advance of the meal.
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